Safety First at Home
Being Safe at Home

Fact sheet

Word Bank

A-C

Alcohol

Drinks like beer and wine that are for grown-ups only
and can be ‘poisonous’ for children

Ambulance

A van that takes sick or hurt people to hospital

Banister

The handrail that you should hold when you go up
or down stairs

Barbecue

A type of cooker where grown-ups can cook food outside

Bath

The tub in the bathroom you sit in to wash
(Watch out it's not too hot and that you don’t slip!)

Bed

A piece of furniture in your bedroom where you lie down
and go to sleep

Berries

Small round fruits growing on bushes or trees
(Be careful - some might be poisonous!)

Blade

The sharp part of a tool

Books

Lots of paper pages held together inside a cover
(Look after your books and don’t leave them on the floor!)

Burn

When you hurt yourself and damage your skin
by touching something hot (like the oven)

Cabinet

A small cupboard on a wall for creams, soaps, medicines
(Some of these can be poisonous!)

Cables

Thick wires carrying electricity through them
(Don’t trip over them!)

Candles

Sticks of wax that you burn. They give us light but
the flame can burn your skin
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C-F

Carefully

Doing something safely and slowly

Carpet

The thick covering on the floor

Chair

A piece of furniture with a seat and a back that you sit on

Cleaning things

All the bottles, sprays and creams that keep a house clean
(These are poisonous!)

Coast guards

People who deal with emergencies at sea

Coat

Item of clothing you wear over your clothes to keep
you warm when you are outside

Computer

A machine that holds lots of information

Cooker

Where we cook food (It gets very hot and can burn you,
so don’t touch!)

Cupboard

A place for storing things safely behind closed doors

Dangerous

Something that can hurt or injure you, or make you feel sick

Don’t touch

If you are told not to touch something, it is because
it’s dangerous and you could get hurt

Electric cable

A thick wire carrying electricity along it

Electricity

A type of power that travels along cables (It gives us heat
and light, but it is very dangerous, so keep away!)

Emergency
services

People like the police and fire fighters, who deal with
things like fires, car crashes and injuries

Fall

When something or someone drops to the ground
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F-I

Fire and
rescue service

People trained to put out fires and rescue people
from burning buildings

Fish bowl

A glass bowl where pet fish are kept

Food

What you and animals eat to keep healthy and stay alive

Football

A large ball that you can kick (But be careful where you
kick it. It could hurt someone or break something!)

Fridge

A big, cold container where we keep food safe and fresh

Front door

The opening at the front of the house to the outside street.

Games

Things you can play with

Garden

Land outside a house

Gate

A type of door that stops things coming in or going
out of a garden or field

Hedge
trimmers

Sharps tools for cutting hedges

Hoover

A machine that sucks up all the dirt from floors
(It has long cables, so don’t trip over them)

Hot

Very, very warm (Hot things can hurt you and burn your skin.)

Hot coffee

A drink that can be very hot, so be careful not to knock
it over or it could burn you

Hurt

In pain

Injury

When your body is hurt
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I-P

Iron

A hard, metal object that heats up to smooth wrinkles
in clothes (But it can be hot and dangerous!)

Knife

A sharp tool for cutting things

Lamp

A small light that sits on a table

Leaves

The green things that grow on trees and then fall
to the ground in autumn

Loft ladder

A ladder that comes down from the loft (the space under
the roof at the top of the house)

Medicines

Tablets or special liquids used to make people feel better
(Never take medicine without a grown-up!)

Nettles

Wild plants that have small pointed hairs that can sting you

Not in your
mouth!

If you are told this, you must listen because what you
are going to do could poison you

Petrol

Fuel put in cars or machines (like lawn mowers)
to make them work

Plants

Living things that grow in the ground, in gardens or fields

Play safely

To play away from dangerous things

Plug

The piece at the end of a cable that fits into the wall socket
(You must not touch plugs!)

Poison/
poisonous

Something that can hurt you or make you very sick
if you swallow it

Police

People trained to keep you safe and deal with crime
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P-T

Pond

A small place in the garden that’s filled with water
(Always take care near water!)

Rugs

Small carpets (They may slide so take care not to trip
or slip on them!)

Saucepan

A pot to cook food in (It’s heated on the top of a cooker
and gets very hot.)

Scald

A type of burn caused by hot water or hot drinks

Sharp

Something that can cut and hurt you

Shed

The small building in the garden where tools are kept

Slip

When you fall over because your foot slides on the floor

Stairs

The steps that lead from downstairs to upstairs

Stepladder

A small frame that grown-ups use to climb on to
reach things (Don’t you try - you could fall!)

Swallow

When you pass something from your mouth and throat
to your tummy

Taps

You find them over your sinks and baths. You turn them to
let the water come out (Be very careful of the hot water!)

Telephone

The thing you hold to your ear to listen and talk to
someone who might be far away

Television (TV)

The screen that has pictures and sounds for you to watch
different films and programmes

Thistles

Wild plants with prickly leaves and purple flowers
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T-W

Tidy up

Don’t leave a mess but put everything away where
it should be kept

Tools

Something you use to help you do work (e.g. make,
mend, or clean)

Towels

Soft thick cloths that you use to dry yourself

Toys

All the things you play with, like dolls, cars, and games
(Remember to put them away!)

Trees

The large tall plants with woody trunks, branches and leaves

Trip

When you catch your foot on something and you fall over

Vase

A pot to hold flowers and water (Be careful not to knock it
over!)

Water

The liquid you drink or use to wash, swim, etc (Water in the
bath can be hot and pond water can be deep, so be careful!)

Weed killers

Poisons that kill wild plants that are growing where you
don’t want them

Window

The glass part of a wall where you can see out,
(Watch you don’t fall out!)
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